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Highlights 

1. 3D printing provides the ability to make electrodes with a vast array of 

conductive materials 

2. Comparison is complex due to varied surface geometry and conductive loads 

between electrodes 

3. Normalisation by eight different approaches showcased varying trends in the 

behaviour of one electrode to another for three different analytes 

4. No single approach of normalisation can be effective for electroanalytical 

comparison of 3D printed electrodes 
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Abstract 

The ability to produce electrodes through 3D-printing techniques for use in sensing 

applications has significant potential. This is mainly due to the mass production of 

electrodes at any desired geometry. However, comparing different 3D-printed carbon 

electrodes for electroanalytical performance can be challenging due to the significant 

variation in each conductive printed material. This study investigates different 

normalisations that could be applied to compare between different 3D-printed 

electrodes. We compared 3D-printed carbon black and graphene electrodes for the 

monitoring of three important biological analytes (dopamine, ascorbic acid and 

hydrogen peroxide). These 3D printed electrodes have different conductive loads and 

surface profiles, and therefore we utilised eight different approaches for normalising 

the current response. There was no perfect normalisation technique and therefore 

using a combination of approaches to survey the best performing electrode would be 

a better approach. This study showcases the different possible normalisation methods 

and highlights the impact these can have on the interpretation of electrodes for 

electroanalytical measurement. 

 

Keywords: 3D-printing, normalisation, graphene, carbon black, dopamine, ascorbic 

acid, hydrogen peroxide 
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1. Introduction 

Three-dimensional (3D)-printing, also known as additive manufacturing, has been 

utilised as an approach to produce conductive parts inexpensively, quickly, and with 

minimum difficulty.1-7 Studies have shown that carbon black/acrylonitrile butadiene 

styrene8, carbon black/polylactic acid (CB/PLA), carbon 

nanofiber/graphite/polystyrene composite,9-10 and graphene/polylactic acid (GR/PLA) 

11-15 printed electrodes have promise as electrochemical sensors, with potential to 

monitor various important analytes. Furthermore, this has spurned the development 

of various novel conductive filaments fabricated commercially and in labs. Filaments 

such as carbamorph (CB/polycaprolactone),16 multiwalled carbon 

nanotubes/polylactic acid,17 and Cu-Ag nanowires/polycaprolactone 18 have shown 

large promise in a wide range of sensing applications. However, as a wider range of 

printable conductive materials become accessible for electrode manufacture, the 

challenge now is on how to best compare the electroanalytical performance of different 

3D-printed electrodes.  

Comparison between various electrodes to evaluate the best sensor for 

electroanalytical measurement is widely conducted, where normalisation is utilised to 

provide accurate comparison. There are a variety of strategies that have been used to 

compare between different sensors. These include approaches such as 

electrochemical active surface area measured using capacitance,19 geometric surface 

area, Brunauer-Emmett-Teller surface area, 20 Tafel plots 21 and normalisation of the 

current response using a known outer-sphere fully reversible redox couple. 22 

However, comparison between different 3D-printable filaments poses significant 

challenges given that sensors often vary by different percentages of conductive 

material and altered surface geometry due to printing. The ability to compare 3D 
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printed sensors is far more complex than for sensors made using solid materials such 

as glassy carbon electrode or screen printed electrodes. 

Therefore, this study explores two of the most widely used 3D-printed carbon 

electrodes, carbon black/polylactic acid and graphene/polylactic acid. These 

electrodes were compared for the measurement of three extensively measured 

biological compounds: dopamine (DA), ascorbic acid (AA), and hydrogen peroxide 

(H2O2). The normalisation factors used were geometric surface area, root mean 

square of height deviation, oxygen functional groups, conductive content, capacitance, 

resistivity and faradaic current based on both outer and inner sphere redox couples. 

Utilising these different normalisation factors will lead to a more informed decision into 

which 3D-printed sensor could have a superior electroanalytical performance for a 

specific analyte. 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Reagents 

Chemicals used were hexaamineruthenium (III) chloride (Ru(NH3)62/3+ ,98%), 

potassium ferricyanide(III) ([Fe(CN)6]2/3-, 99%), potassium phosphate monobasic 

(>99.0%), potassium phosphate dibasic (>98.0%), potassium chloride (>99.0%), 

dopamine hydrochloride, and L-ascorbic acid (>99.0%), hydrogen peroxide (30% w/w 

in H2O), all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, UK. 

 

2.2. 3D-printing of electrodes and electrochemical pre-treatment 

The 3D-printing method was performed as explained previously.8 Briefly, CB/PLA 

(Protopasta, WA, USA) and GR/PLA (Black Magic 3D, New York, USA) electrodes 
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were printed using a Wanhao Duplicator 4 with a 0.4 mm brass nozzle at a bed 

temperature of 50°C and a nozzle temperature of 200°C  for GR/PLA and 220°C for 

CB/PLA. The infill density was set at 100% along with 2 outer perimeter toolpaths and 

a layer height of 0.3 mm23. The extrusion multiplier was set to 1.1 for this study. All 

electrodes were printed in a vertical orientation into discs of 3 mm thickness and 10 

mm diameter, as our previous studies have indicated that printing orientation has a 

significant impact in electrochemical performance.24-25 To achieve this vertical print, 

the curved face of the disc contained a 5 mm flat section on which it could adhere to 

the print bed for the build. Figure 1 shows a light microscopy image of the electrode 

surface. Following successful printing of these electrodes, they were put into acrylic 

tubes that were then sealed with Araldite. To obtain an electrical connection, a copper 

wire was attached to each electrode using CircuitWorks conductive (silver) epoxy. This 

was then sealed with Araldite, leaving only one flat face of the electrode exposed for 

testing. The 3D-printed electrodes were electrochemically pre-treated by cycling 

between -1.5 V and +1.5 V for 2 mins at 0.1 V s-1 in a 0.1 M PBS solution at pH 7.4 

based on evaluation of previously published studies on these electrodes. 11, 26-29 
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Figure 1. Light microscopy images of (A) CB / PLA and (B) GR / PLA 3D-printed electrodes 

fabricated in vertical print 

 

2.3. Electrochemical measurements.  

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements were carried out on 3D-printed electrodes 

using a three-electrode system, with the 3D-printed electrodes (surface area of 78.5 

mm2) as the working electrode, a platinum wire as the auxiliary electrode and Ag/AgCl 

(3.0 M KCl) as the reference electrode. All experiments were carried out using a CHI 

760E potentiostat (CHI Instruments, TX, USA).  

Capacitance measurements were carried out by CV (same three electrode system as 

above) in 0.5 M KCl over a potential window of + 0.2 V to - 0.2 V at a scan rate of 0.1 

V s-1, and calculations were carried out at 0 V. To calculate the average capacitance 

for each electrode, the sum of the absolute values of the anodic and cathodic currents 

at 0 V were calculated and divided by two times the scan rate. 30  

1 mM Ru(NH3)62+/3+ and 1mM [Fe(CN)6]2/3- were prepared in 0.5 M KCl while 1 mM of 

DA and AA were both prepared in 0.1 M phosphate buffer at pH 7.4. The wave form 

for Ru(NH3)62+/3+ was 0.2 V to -0.5 V, for [Fe(CN)6]2/3- the potential window was 0.0 V 

to 0.6 V, while the potential window for both DA and AA were -0.2 V to 0.6 V. All 

potential window were performed at a scan rate of 0.1 V s-1. For all electrochemical 

measurements 10 cycles were completed for each electrode at a scan rate of 0.1 V s-

1 and 3 electrode replicates were used for all experiments.  

Peroxide calibration was carried out by amperometry at 0.5 V with continuous stirring. 

Increasing concentrations (between 0.5 mM and 15 mM) of peroxide in 0.1 M PBS 

were injected at 100 s interval post baseline stabilization.  
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2.4. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

The samples were imaged using a Zeiss SIGMA field emission gun SEM equipped 

with an Everhart-Thornley detector operating in secondary electron detection mode, 

using 5 kV accelerating voltage, a 20 µm aperture, and 6.1 mm working distance. SEM 

images were analyzed using ImageJ, where roughness calculation plugin was used to 

calculate the root mean square of height deviation.31 

 

2.5. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was carried out using a Thermo 

Scientific ESCALAB 250 Xi system equipped with a monochromated Al Kα X-ray 

source with x-ray spot size 900 x 900 μm2. Uniform charge neutralization was provided 

by multi-mode electrostatic flood source. Full survey scans (step size 1 eV, pass 

energy 150 eV, dwell time 50 ms and 5 scans) and narrow scans (step size 0.1 eV, 

pass energy 20 eV, dwell time 100 ms and 15 scans) of C1s (binding energy, BE ∼285 

eV), N1s (BE∼400 eV) and O1s (BE∼531 eV) were acquired from three separate 

regions from each sample. Data was analysed using Thermo Avantage Software 

(Version 5.952) using a smart background. XPS is a surface sensitive technique. 

Although x-rays penetrate deep into the surface under investigation, photoelectrons 

can only escape from not far below the surface. For polymers, XPS information depth 

is approximately 10nm; i.e. XPS characterizes the top 10nm surface layer of the 

sample under investigation. 32  

 

2.6. Four-point probe measurements.  
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Resistivity measurements were conducted on a 4-point probe system (Ossila Ltd, UK) 

using 3 points on each sample. Sheet resistance was measured with current of 10 µA 

and potential was recorded. Resistivity (ρ) was calculated as:    

𝜌𝜌 =
2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋∆𝑉𝑉
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

 

where s is probe spacing (0.1 cm), ΔV is the potential change recorded, i is current 

sourced (10 µA) and t is the thickness is 3mm for the sensors. 

 

2.7. Normalisation factors and data analysis 

Eight different factors were used to normalise the current response observed on the 

3D-printed electrodes. First was geometric surface area, calculated using the surface 

area of a circle to be 78.5 mm2. Second was surface roughness, calculated using a 

roughness plugin on ImageJ. This plugin calculates variables in a similar approach to 

atomic force microscopy (AFM). The variable selected here for normalisation is the 

root mean square of height deviation (RMS height) which was computed in µm. 33 This 

was selected as it is a more sensitive measure of the inundations on the surface than 

average roughness as the root mean square includes squaring of the signal intensity 

calculated. 34  Third factor was oxygen functional groups, calculated by XPS.  The 

fourth normalisation was the conductive load which was obtained from previously 

published work, which either collected the information from the supplier or measured 

it using thermal gravimetric analysis. 35, 36,37,38 The fifth factor was capacitance, which 

was measured through cyclic voltammetry response in 0.5 M KCl. The sixth factor was 

resistivity of the sensors measured by 4-point conductivity. Finally, the sixth and 

seventh normalisation factors were the current response from outer and inner sphere 
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standard redox probes. The current responses obtained from measurement of the 

three biological analytes were divided by the eight different normalisation factors to 

understand the influence it would have when comparing between the two different 

types of 3D-printed electrode. Data was shown as mean ± the standard deviation (SD). 

Statistical analysis (GraphPad Prism 7.0) using student t-tests and two-way ANOVA 

with Sidak post hoc tests were conducted to compare between the two electrodes. 

 

3. Results 

3.1. Normalisation Factors 

The values obtained from the eight factors that were utilised to normalise the 3D-

printed electrodes are shown in Table 1. These values relate the structure and 

conductive behaviour of the electrodes. The mean values for each electrode was used 

as the normalisation factor. The responses of the analytes measured were divided by 

these values.  

There was no signficant difference in the geometric surface area between the two 

electrodes. The RMS of height, which was obtained through analysis of the SEM 

image, showed that the GR/PLA sensor was significantly rougher than the CB/PLA 

electrode (n=3, p<0.01, Supplementary Figure 1).  Additionally, Energy Dispersive 

X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) measurements showed both electrodes contained trace 

metals. There was 0.1 % weight of Fe within the GR/PLA, whilst 0.1 % weight of both 

Mg and Al was present within the CB/PLA electrode (Supplementary Figure 2). 

The oxygen functional group present on the electrode surface was obtained using 

XPS. The C-O-C, and O-C=O (p<0.001, n=3, Supplementary Table 1) are both 

significantly higher in GR/PLA in comparison to CB/PLA. Whilst the C=O was only 
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present in GR/PLA and N-C*=O was only present in CB/PLA, thus resulting in an 

overall significantly higher presence of oxygen functional groups in GR/PLA in 

comparison to CB/PLA (p<0.001, n=3, Table 1). The carbon content present within 

the filament was roughly double in the CB/PLA electrode when compared to the 

GR/PLA electrode. 

The resistivity of the CB/PLA was significantly greater than that of the GR/PLA 

electrode (p<0.001, n=3, Table 1). However, the capacitance measured in 0.5 M KCl 

as shown in Supplementary Figure 3 was significantly higher in GR/PLA when 

compared to the CB/PLA (p<0.001, n=3, Table 1). The current response obtained 

using CB/PLA and GR/PLA for the measurement of the outer sphere Ru(NH3)62+/3  

(Supplementary Figure 3) and inner sphere [Fe(CN)6]2/3- were not signficant different 

(n=3, Table 1).  

Table 1: The different parameters utilised to normalise measurement of analytes. The mean 
values were utilised to normalise the current response of the 3D printed electrodes. Data 
shown as mean ± S.D., n=3, **p < 0.01 and ***p<0.001 

Normalisation Factor 
CB / PLA  

Graphene / 
PLA  

Geometric surface area (cm2) 0.78 0.78 

Root mean square average of height 

deviation (µm) 
87 ± 2 197 ± 30** 

Oxygen functional group content measured 

by XPS (%) 
38 ± 1 60 ± 3*** 

Content of carbon material within the 3D 

printable filament (%) 
22 10 

Resistivity measurements conducted using 

4-point probe (ohm) 
5.0 ± 0.3  0.9 ± 0.3 

Capacitive current from measurements 

using 0.5 M KCl (μF) 
48 ± 10 299 ± 39 
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3.2. Normalisation of dopamine (DA) measurements 

For DA, where representative cyclic voltammograms are displayed in Figure 3A, GR 

sensors showed significantly higher anodic current in comparison to CB (Figure 3B, 

p<0.01, n=3). A normalisation based upon the geometric area caused no change in 

this trend with GR sensors being significantly higher (Figure 3C, p<0.01, n=3). When 

normalising based on the RMS of height, no significant difference was found between 

the sensors (Figure 3D, n=3). Normalisation based on oxygen functional groups, 

computed by XPS, displayed a similar trend with no significant differences between 

the sensors (Figure 3E, n=3), while normalisation built on the conductive carbon 

content present in the GR/PLA and CB/PLA filaments displayed a significantly larger 

response for GR sensors in comparison to CB (Figure 3F, p<0.001, n=3). When 

comparing the resistivity, there was a significant increase in the GR sensor when 

compared to the CB electrode (Figure 3G, p<0.001, n=3). Normalisation based on the 

capacitive signal, showed a higher electrochemical performance for CB/PLA sensors 

in comparison to GR/PLA sensors (Figure 3H, p<0.05, n=3), while that based on 

faradaic outer sphere (OS) and inner sphere (IS) signal showed the opposite trend 

with GR/PLA being significantly higher than CB/PLA (Figure 3I and J, p<0.01, n=3). 

Faradaic outer sphere current from 

measurement of 1 mM Ru(NH3)62/3+ (μA) 
-118 ± 24 -116 ± 45 

Faradaic inner sphere current from 

measurement of 1 mM [Fe(CN)6]2/3-  (μA) 
108 ± 32 102 ± 37 
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Figure 3. (A) Cyclic voltammograms of CB/PLA and GR/PLA (n=3) in 1 mM DA at 0.1 V s-1. 
(B) Original anodic current and normalised anodic currents based on (C) geometric surface 
area, (D) RMS of height, (E) oxygen functional groups, (F) conductive carbon content, (G) 
resistivity, (H) capacitive current responses and (I) faradaic outer sphere (OS) current and (J) 
faradaic inner sphere (IS) current (n=3). Data shown as mean ± SD. All statistical comparisons 
were performed with student t-test *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 

 

 

3.3. Normalisation of ascorbic acid (AA) measurements 

Representative cyclic voltammograms for AA (Figure 4A) and anodic current (Figure 

4B) similarly show a significant difference in current between both sensors, with 

CB/PLA showing a higher response (p<0.01, n=3). When normalising based on 

geometric area a similar response is observed, with CB sensors showing a 

significantly higher current density (Figure 4C, p<0.01, n=3). RMS of height (Figure 

4D, p<0.001, n=3), and oxygen functional groups (Figure 4E, p<0.001, n=3) 

normalisations result in a significantly larger current for CB/PLA sensors in comparison 

to GR/PLA sensors. This trend is reversed when normalising based on the conductive 

carbon content that results in the GR/PLA displaying a more enhanced performance 
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than the CB/PLA counterparts (Figure 4F, p<0.01, n=3). For resistivity normalisation, 

the GR/PLA responses was significantly higher than CB/PLA (Figure 4G, p<0.01, 

n=3). Capacitive current normalisations show CB/PLA sensors to be significantly 

higher (Figure 4H, p<0.001, n=3), while lastly, faradaic OS and IS current 

normalisation shows a similar trend with CB/PLA sensors having a significantly higher 

performance than GR/PLA (Figure 4I and J, p<0.05, n=3).  

 
Figure 4. (A) Cyclic voltammograms of CB/PLA and GR/PLA (n=3) in 1 mM AA at 0.1 V s-1. 
(B) Original anodic current and normalised anodic currents based on (C) geometric surface 
area, (D) RMS of height, (E) oxygen functional groups, (F) conductive carbon content, (G) 
resistivity, (H) capacitive current responses and (I) faradaic outer sphere (OS) current and (J) 
faradaic inner sphere (IS) current (n=3). Data shown as mean ± SD. All statistical comparisons 
were performed with student t-test *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.0001. 

 

3.4. Normalisation of calibration responses of hydrogen peroxide 

For the measurement of H2O2, a calibration response was performed as is widely 

conducted as part of any electroanalytical study. Representative calibrations from 0.5 

mM to 15 mM are displayed in Figure 5A. As can be seen in Figure 5B, the 

calibrations displayed a significantly higher response for GR/PLA at high 
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concentrations (7.5 mM, p<0.05; 10 mM, p<0.01; 15 mM, p<0.001, n=3). No change 

was seen to this trend when normalising based on the geometric area (Figure 5C, 7.5 

mM, p<0.05; 10 mM, p<0.01; 15 mM, p<0.001, n=3). Normalising based on surface 

RMS of height enhanced the response of CB/PLA sensors at both low concentrations 

(2.5 mM, p<0.01, n=3) and a higher range of concentrations (5 – 15 mM, p<0.001, 

n=3) in comparison to GR/PLA sensors (Figure 5D, n=3). Similarly, as can be seen 

on Figure 5E, normalising based on oxygen functional groups showed a comparable 

trend for CB/PLA at both low concentrations (5mM, p<0.05, n=3) and higher range of 

concentrations (7.5 – 15 mM, p<0.001, n=3). The opposite trend in the calibrations 

can be seen upon normalising based on the conductive carbon content (Figure 5F, 

n=3), where GR/PLA sensors show a significantly higher calibration response both at 

low concentrations (2.5 mM, p<0.05, n=3) and a higher range of concentrations (5 – 

15 mM, p<0.001).  For resistivity normalisation, GR/PLA sensors show a significantly 

higher calibration response when compared to CB/PLA (Figure 5G, 2.5 mM, p<0.01; 

5 – 15 mM, p<0.001 n=3). Capacitive current normalisation resulted in a significantly 

higher calibration response in the CB/PLA sensors at most concentrations (2.5 – 

15mM, p<0.001, n=3) as can be seen in Figure 5H. Finally, the faradaic outer sphere 

and inner sphere current normalisation showed a similar trend to the raw current data, 

where only the higher concentrations in the GR/PLA calibration were significantly 

higher than CB/PLA calibration (Figure 5I, 7.5 mM, p<0.05; 10 mM, p<0.01; 15 mM, 

p<0.001, Figure 5J, 7.5 mM, p<0.01; 10 mM - 15 mM, p<0.001, n=3). 
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Figure 5. (A) Amperometric injections of hydrogen peroxide from 0.5 mM to 15mM every 100s 
on CB/PLA and GR/PLA sensors. (B) Original current calibrations on CB/PLA and GR/PLA 
sensors. Normalised anodic currents based on (C) geometric surface area, (D) RMS of height 
(E) oxygen functional groups (F) conductive carbon content (G) resistivity, (H) capacitive 
current responses and (I) faradaic outer sphere (OS) current and (J) faradaic inner sphere (IS) 
current (n=3). Data shown as mean ± SD. All statistical comparisons were performed with two-
way ANOVA, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.0001. 

 

4. Discussion 

At present, CB/PLA and GR/PLA filaments are the most widely used in the 

manufacture of 3D-printed sensors for electroanalytical measurement. However, 

comparison between the two filaments or with other electrode materials poses 

challenges due to variation in the composition of the electrodes and surface geometry. 

Our study showcases normalising by eight different parameters can yield significantly 

different findings on the comparison between electrodes.  

Based on SEM and ImageJ analysis, GR/PLA electrodes are rougher than CB/PLA 

electrodes. This is believed to be due to the printing process, where the high 
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temperatures cause moisture evaporation from the GR as it is thermally expanding. 

This results in the formation of voids along the surface which increases surface 

roughness. 39 This is further shown in the higher capacitance of GR/PLA, which could 

be a resultant of the rougher surface area.  

The first normalisation parameter, and most widely used in comparison of sensors for 

electroanalytical measurements, is geometric surface area. In our case, the geometric 

area was the same for both sensors (0.785 cm2) as the same dimensions and printing 

parameters were utilised. Thus, normalizing by this parameter, maintained the same 

trends seen on the raw data of both CB/PLA and GR/PLA sensors for the three 

molecules (current density - Figures 3C, 4C & 5C). This method of normalisation is 

effective when electrodes of distinctly varied geometry are being compared but 

assumes that the entire surface area is electroactive, which is not the case for 3D-

printed sensors and therefore underestimates electrode performance.40 This is more 

problematic when electrodes of different composition are compared. In addition, 

geometric area is not reflective of the microstructures, the pores, or the roughness of 

the surface at which electrochemical reactions occur and thus may be too simplified, 

especially in this case, where both sensors have identical geometric areas.  

The second normalisation is based on RMS of height which is indicative of the surface 

roughness of the sensors as calculated through ImageJ processing of the SEM 

images. GR/PLA sensors were significantly rougher than their CB counterparts. For 

DA, normalisation based on surface roughness resulted in both sensors becoming 

comparative (Figure 3D), potentially suggestive then enhancement in the current may 

be due to the increased surface area. As a surface sensitive redox molecule, that is 

adsorptive in nature, the presence of edge versus basal planes is critical. GR sensors 

following pre-treatments are known to have more exposed edge planes26 while CB 
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contains more basal planes. Thus, even though GR sensors were rougher the 

accessibility of these planes for DA adsorption and electron transfer becomes 

important. On the other hand, in both AA and H2O2, responses were significantly 

greater on the CB/PLA sensors (Figures 4D and 5D). Enhanced roughness on the 

GR/PLA electrode would suggest an increased surface area of the electrode, which 

should result in a bigger signal. However, after normalisation, this enhancement did 

not result in showcasing the enhanced performance of the electrode. Alternatively, this 

may be due to the potential bias of normalisation, as roughness may have little 

influence on electron transfer mechanisms41-42. The strength of this normalisation, 

contrary to geometric area, is that it considers the surface profile of the sensors more 

accurately, which is critical for 3D-printed electrodes, given that the printing 

parameters can have a drastic influence on the microstructure of the electrode surface. 

24 However, even though it is a better indication of the surface area, this approach to 

normalisation does not differentiate between conductive and non-conductive 

components on the surface. 

The next normalisation factor studied is the oxygen functional groups content as 

measured by XPS, where both sensors were comparable for DA (Figure 3E) but 

CB/PLA had significantly larger normalised currents for AA, and H2O2 (4E & 5E). As is 

well known for DA, even though it is not surface oxide sensitive, it is impacted by 

changes in other oxygen functional groups present on the surface, which hence makes 

this a promising parameter to normalize DA response with. AA on the other hand 

needs specific interactions with the carbon surface groups to either adsorb or anchor 

to make electron transfer possible. 43-44  This mechanism is yet to be determined and 

hence using this parameter may not ideal for this redox couple and could have led to 

a skew of the results in favour of CB. Finally, H2O2 exhibits improved electrochemical 
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responses over surfaces with rich oxygen functional groups, which could explain the 

higher response of anodic current for this redox couple on GR sesnosrs.45-46 However, 

post normalisation, this trend was not the same. This could suggest that the source of 

these oxygen groups is trapped air in the voids, or that the oxygen functional groups 

present on GR are not all accessible for electrochemical reactions, perhaps due to the 

impurities on the surface or the higher surface roughness which would impede the 

catalytic reactions for H2O2.  The use of this normalisation factor is advantageous 

when studying inner-sphere redox couples that are more dependent on surface 

oxygen chemistry. In addition, the ability to quantify the contribution of surface 

coverage from functional groups separately is useful when the molecule being studied 

is dependent on certain functional groups for anchoring or interaction, as well as 

quantification of how these percentages change post any form of sensor treatment. 

However, for XPS, it is critical that the electrodes are handled in the same manner, to 

avoid any false data due to different handling or storage of these sensors. Moreover, 

the presence of impurities or non-conductive elements to the sensor (such as PLA) 

with similar oxygen functional groups could lead to over estimation of the number of 

functional groups present on the surface. Finally, the presence of functional groups 

does not equate to available and functionally active surface groups during different 

experimental conditions. 

The fourth normalisation factor is the amount of conductive carbon content present in 

the filaments. Previous work has shown that the carbon content in GR/PLA filament 

as per the supplier and TGA measurements is ~10% 35, 36 whereas TGA 

measurements on CB/PLA filaments show a ~22% carbon content 37,38. Normalised 

measurements in DA, AA, and H2O2 show GR/PLA has a significantly larger 

normalised current response (Figures 3F, 4F, and 5F). This shows that although CB 
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filaments may contain more carbon content, this might not reflect on the 

electrochemical signal as the carbon would need to be present on the surface and 

accessible for electrochemical reactions, which might not be the case for CB sensors. 

Using this factor for normalisation has major advantages as it is reflective of the 

inherent electroactivity of the sensors whose main source is the carbon content, thus 

making it a good indicator of electrochemical performance. However, although it is 

important to know the amount of conductive content, this method does not shed light 

on the amount of conductive content present on the surface (homogeneity), or how 

much of it is accessible through conductive pathways throughout the material. In 

addition, this factor does not reflect on electrode surface geometry, which can have a 

signficant influence in the electrochemistry activity 41-42, or on the internal resistance 

caused by non-conductive parts of the sensor. 

Resistivity was measured using 4-point probe and provides insight into the structure 

of the 3D printed materials and is an important measure of a 3D printed electrode, 

given that this is a composite electrode. For all analytes explored, the GR/PLA 

electrode has a significantly higher response than the CB/PLA electrode following 

normalisation (Figures 3G, 4G, and 5G). With the resistivity being much higher for 

CB/PLA electrodes than GR/PLA electrodes (Table 1), it is suggestive of a lower 

number of conductive pathways. Using this normalisation factor can be beneficial as 

it relates directly to the conductivity, given that it is the inverse of resistivity. Compared 

to carbon load, this provides understanding on which fraction of the carbon material is 

accessible for current flow and what fraction of that current load might have 

successfully formed conductive pathways throughout the printed material and thus is 

a more accurate measure of the electrode than just conductive load percentage. 

However, the limitation of this approach is on the ability to accurately measure this 
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component given that only regions of the electrode are monitored (3 regions) instead 

of the entire surface area of the electrode. However alternative strategies to measure 

the resistivity using conductive silver paint could be utilised to obtain punctual 

conductivity measurements at the cost of precision 47.  

The subsequent normalisation factor investigated is capacitance. As can be seen from 

Figures 3H, 4H, and 5H, CB/PLA sensors show significantly higher normalised 

responses than GR/PLA based sensors. A higher percentage of oxygen functional 

groups on the surface layer has been previously linked to higher capacitance, as it 

helps in improving wettability and in the formation of double layer capacitance. 48-49 

Thus, the higher amounts of oxygen functional groups seen by XPS in GR could further 

explain the larger capacitance in GR/PLA than CB/PLA. Furthermore, previous 

research into the pre-treatment of GR/PLA has shown that electrochemical pre-

treatment of these electrodes leads to the exposure of GR/PLA edge planes along 

with increased surface oxygen functionalities as was presence of iron impurities, of 

which the latter may have a signficant influence the performance for peroxide 

determination.26, 50-51  However, even though all these reasons explain why GR 

sensors may have higher capacitance, upon normalisation to this factor, the 

performance of CB sensors is seen to be larger for all 3 redox couples. This could be 

due to the process of normalisation itself, where dividing by this large capacitance 

cause GR sensors to become more impacted post normalisation. Alternatively, it could 

suggest that the CB/PLA sensors have a better signal-to-noise ratio. The use of 

capacitance as a normalisation factor is advantageous due to its selectivity to the 

conductive parts of the surface and can thus be used to understand how much of the 

surface is active. It is also a valuable tool for both solid and mesoporous structures, 

which is beneficial for 3D-printing sensors. On the other hand, capacitance 
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measurements need almost perfect replication between sensors, as any change in the 

electrode fabrication and storage, such as increased exposure to air, can cause huge 

variability in the capacitance measurements.  

Finally, the last normalisation factors studied is based on faradaic current, in which we 

utilised both widely used outer sphere and inner sphere fully reversible redox couples. 

This mode of normalisation is one of the most widely used for sensors 22 due to the 

fact that measurement in ruthenium hexamine or ferricyanide is the preliminary step 

in the electrochemical characterisation of most sensors. This normalisation shows an 

identical trend to the raw currents since both sensors had almost identical responses 

to ruthenium hexamine and ferricyanide. Although these redox probes are widely 

used, it is assumed when using them that the surface interactions of the analytes 

measured are similar to those redox probes, however the electron transfer mechanism 

of all three biological analytes is actually different, although they are all inner sphere 

redox probes similar to ferricyanide. This can be a limitation on the accuracy of this 

normalisation approach compared to capacitance normalisation, which just provides 

insight into the active electrode surface area.  

Different normalisation factors, each with their own strengths and weaknesses allow 

for a better examination and comparison between the two different composite 3D-

printed filaments. This list is not comprehensive, as depending on the sensors being 

studied and the molecules that need to be monitored, different normalisation factors 

may need to be employed. This is especially important when utilizing composite 3D-

printed materials that are not fully conductive or smooth, but rough, with voids and 

pores and a mix of conductive and non-conductive components. Additionally, what is 

critical to note, is that depending on the monitored molecule and its mode of action, 

some normalisation factors may result in skewing of the result if they are not reflective 
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of this molecule’s electron transfer reaction mechanism. However, if the trend 

observed for one electrode using multiple appropriate normalisation factors 

showcases superior performance than another, then greater confidence can be 

achieved when choosing the best sensor for electroanalysis.   

 

5. Conclusion 

The use of 3D-printed electrodes in an analytical setting can be highly advantageous 

due to the ability of 3D printers to mass produce robust conductive parts of complex 

geometries, both quickly and inexpensively. In this study we showed that sensors 

fabricated from the two most common 3D-printing filaments, CB/PLA and GR/PLA, on 

face value have different electrochemical performances in DA, AA and H2O2. However, 

when these responses are normalised based on the geometric area, root mean square 

deviation in height, oxygen functional groups, capacitance, carbon content, resistivity 

and faradaic inner and outer sphere current differences between the electrochemical 

performance of these sensors becomes more apparent. This study highlights the 

importance of examining different methods of normalisation to compare between 

different 3D-printed electrodes to study their potential as better sensing devices for 

different biological molecules. It showcases that no one single normalisation factor can 

be used in its own when comparing complex composite 3D-printed sensors and that it 

is critically important to study first the redox molecules and how they interact with the 

surface to determine the ideal set of normalisation parameters.   
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Supplementary Figure 1: SEM images of (A) CB/PLA sensors and (B) GR/PLA sensors 
where yellow squares denote area used to generate surface plots for (C) CB/PLA and (D) 
GR/PLA using Image J. (E) Root mean square of height deviation for GR/PLA was 
significantly greater than that for CB/PLA. Data shown as mean ± SD, where **p<0.01 
(student t-test).  
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Supplementary Table 1: Differences between C1s functional groups in CB/PLA and GR/PLA. 
Data shown as mean ± SD. All statistical comparisons were performed with student t-test. 
(n=3 areas) ***p<0.001 

 

 

  

Oxygen functional groups CB / PLA (%) Graphene / PLA (%) 

C1s C*-O-C 20.6 ± 1.6 31.0 ± 2.1*** 

C1s C*=O n/a 8.7 ± 6.3 

C1s O-C*=O 9.5 ± 0.3 19.8 ± 1.6*** 

C1s N-C*=O 7.6 ± 0.4 n/a 

Total oxygen functional 

groups 
37.7 ± 1.2 59.5 ± 2.9*** 
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Supplementary Figure 2: EDS spectra of CB/PLA and GR/PLA electrodes. 
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Supplementary Figure 3: Representative cyclic voltammograms signals of CB/PLA and 
GR/PLA sensors in (A) 0.5 M KCl and (C) 1 mM Ru(NH3)62+/3 at 0.1 V s-1. (B) Capacitance (µF) 
and (D) Cathodic current (µA) in 1 mM Ru(NH3)62+/3 at 0.1 V s-1 for CB/PLA and GR/PLA. Data 
shown as mean ± SD, where ***p<0.001 (student t-test). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


